The 3-channel fuzzy adaptive resonance theory network FALCON (Fusion Architecture for Learning, COgnition, and Navigation) is recognized as an effective method for combining reinforcement learning with state segmentation, in which learning targets the relationships between percepts, actions, and rewards. It has been shown that FALCON is effective in making a playing agent for the card game Hearts, although the agent was unable to beat a rule-based agent. This study proposes new learning methods for training FALCON, in order to create a stronger agent. Using percepts chosen with an emphasis on penalty points, actions to choose which specific card to play were selected, with feedback determined by the penalty points. The learning rate for updating weights was changed so that its value was determined based on the penalty points. Separate strategies were adopted for the lead player and the other players, and multiple FALCONs were employed to improve adaptation to the game situation. Experiments demonstrated that our approach is superior to a rule-based approach.
Introduction
Many studies have been carried out in the field of artificial intelligence, and the technology has been shown to be useful [1] - [3] . Reinforcement learning has attracted particular attention as an effective method for learning and for deriving control rules as robots autonomously adapt themselves to the environment.
When we model a realistic environment with an agent system, the perceptual inputs that the agents perceive are presented in a variety of forms such as words, symbols, and continuous real numbers. To apply reinforcement learning efficiently in such environments, it is necessary to construct an appropriate state space of percepts. These can be roughly divided into two groups: off-line and on-line methods. Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) is one of the on-line methods [4] , [5] . In this study, we conducted learning experiments using FALCON (Fusion Architecture for Learning, COgnition, and Navigation) [6] , [7] , which is an extension of ART to machine learning. FALCON is an on-line method proposed by Ah-Hwee Tan. It can discretize a state space and learn action rules at the same time by simultaneously learning relations among percepts, actions, and rewards.
Two-person perfect-information games such as "go" and chess have attracted most attention in studies of artificial intelligence. Games played by more than three players, and including uncertain information, are called multi-player imperfect-information games. In general, imperfect-information games are more complex than perfect-information games, because the player lacks information about the other players, and stochastic factors are also involved. Studies have showed that FALCON is effective in both perfect-and imperfect-information games [8] , [9] . In this study, we report experiments using the card game Hearts to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of FALCON to multi-player imperfect-information games.
Morishita has shown that FALCON can successfully learn to play Hearts [7] . However, it was unable to beat a rule-based agent [10] . Thus, we proposed a new learning method to make FALCON a stronger agent. Particularly, we chose percepts that emphasize penalty points, which significantly affect the outcome of the game, and chose a set of actions that can specifically identify a unique card to play. In addition, we used penalty points for feedback in learning and changed the learning rate in response to the penalty point. Our method also used multiple FALCONs. We experimentally examined whether these methods could improve the performance of an agent player or not.
Reinforcement Learning with FALCON
FALCON is an extended fuzzy ART machine learning method originally proposed by Ah-wee Tan [6] . In FALCON, an agent derives action rules by alternately executing a selecting phase (selecting an optimal action by percepts) and a learning phase (updating selecting action rules based on rewards given after the action is performed).
weight vectors, are computed by
Operator  in (1) is the fuzzy AND operator which is defined as Y  Z = (min(y1, z1), …, min(yM, zM)) for M-dimensional vectors Y and Z. Norm Y = ym. Parameters s, m, and f are nonnegative real numbers that satisfy s +m +f = 1. Parameters s, m, and f are nonnegative real numbers. The neuron which has the largest choice strength shown in (1) is selected. Let the neuron denote nJ. An action is chosen according to the weighting vector W m J connected to nJ; action k, whose weighting value is the largest, i.e., maxargk (w m kJ) in W m J, is usually chosen.
In the learning phase, if the feedback from its environment is positive, then the system learns to associate the percept vector S, the action vector A, and the reward vector R with one another; otherwise, it dissociates them. The similarity between S and W s J, the similarity between A and W m J, and the similarity between R and W f J are computed by:
If all three of (2), (3), and (4) hold, then the weighting vectors are updated according to (5) , (6) , and (7) . s, m, and f are thresholds for similarities.s, m, and f are learning ratios that satisfy 0  s, m, f  1. In general, the values of s, m, and f are 1, and we call this quick learning. When s, m, f <1, the weight vectors W s J, W m J, and W f J are modified step by step, based on current values.
If any one of (2), (3), or (4) does not hold, then a category whose choice intensity is the largest out of the categories in which all of (2), (3), and (4) hold is chosen, and the weighting vectors of the category are updated by (5) , (6) , and (7) . When there exists no category that satisfies the condition that all of (2), (3), and (4) hold, a new category is generated, and its weighting vectors are set as W s new = S, W m new = A, and W f new = R.
Hearts

Rules
Hearts is normally played by four players, using the standard 52-card deck. The higher card in the suit
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wins, in the following strength order: A (high), K, Q, …, 4, 3, and 2. There is no superiority or inferiority between suits. Each player gets 13 cards and must play a card from his/her hand at his/her turn. A trick starts when a player plays a card, followed by each of the other players in a clockwise direction. A game is completed after 13 successive tricks have been played. In each trick, the card played by the first player is called a leading card, and that player is called the lead player.
The objective of Hearts is to hold the fewest penalty points at the completion of the game. Penalty points are based on the cards held, as follows: ♠Q is worth 13 points, and each other ♥ is 1 point.
In this research, two general rules of Hearts were not applied: (1) The exchange of cards before the 1st trick. (2) Shooting the moon and its variants.
Rule-Based Agent
Our learning agent played the game against rule-based agents [10] in order to compare their performance. The rule-based agent determined a playing card with rules extracted from gnome-hearts. When two random agents play the game against two rule-based agents, the average penalty ratio of the rule-based agent is 0.14 and that of the random agent is 0.36. The random agent determines a playing card randomly, following the game rules. Under these conditions, the agent whose penalty ratio is lower than 0.25 is stronger than the other agent. Thus, the rule-based agent wins an overwhelming victory against the random agent. The average penalty ratio is the ratio of penalty points obtained by each agent up to a total of 26 points in any one game.
Proposed Method
Determining Percepts
In FALCON, learning proceeds by associating percepts with actions. According to Tan [6] , the complexity of learning is largely determined by the dimensions of the percepts; it is difficult for the system to learn efficiently when there are too many dimensions of percepts. Thus we selected seven kinds of percepts defined by 10 dimensions related to the penalty cards; ♥ and ♠Q. We list them in Table 1 . Table 1 . Proposed Percepts Percept
Definition of Value
Whether there is even one opponent player who has a stronger than the strongest in our agent's hand.
In case the condition is held, the value is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
Whether there is even one opponent player who has a weaker than the strongest in our agent's hand.
Whether there is even one opponent player who has a stronger than the weakest in our agents' hand.
Whether there is even one opponent player who has a weaker than the weakest in our agent's hand.
Bit string to indicate the state of Q. The value is 11 when our agent has the card, 10 when opposing players have it, 01 when that card is played in the current trick, and is 00 when it has been played.
Bit string to indicate the state of K.
Bit string to indicate the state of A.
Setting Actions
The actions for the learning agent were chosen so that only one playing card will be determined by the relative strength of the cards. We chose 29 actions based on the rules used by the rule-based agent. We list them in Table 2 . As already noted, the neuron nJ whose choice strength is the largest is chosen. Then, an action is chosen according to the weighting values w m kJ connected to nJ. Action ak in Table 2 is executed if w m kJ is the largest and the if-condition for ak is satisfied, otherwise, the action with the next largest weight is examined. If the leading card is ♥, then play the strongest ♥ in weaker cards than the strongest ♥ playing in the current trick.
a2
If the leading card is ♥, then play the strongest ♥.
a3
If the leading card is ♥, then play the weakest ♥.
a4
If the leading card is ♠ , then play the strongest ♠ in weaker cards than the strongest ♠ playing in the current trick.
a5
If the leading card is ♠ , then play the strongest ♠.
a6
If the leading card is ♠ , then play the weakest ♠.
a7
If the leading card is ♦, then play the strongest ♦ in weaker cards than the strongest ♦ playing in the current trick.
a8
If the leading card is ♦, then play the strongest ♦.
a9
If the leading card is ♦, then play the weakest ♦.
a10
If the leading card is ♣, then play the strongest ♣ in weaker cards than the strongest ♣ playing in the current trick.
a11
If the leading card is ♣, then play the strongest ♣.
a12
If the leading card is ♣, then play the weakest ♣.
a13
If there is no card where suit is the same as that of the leading card, then play ♠Q.
a14
If there is no card where suit is the same as that of the leading card, then play the strongest ♥. a15
If there is no card where suit is the same as that of the leading card, then play a card according to follow rules: When the leading card isn't ♠, play a stronger card of ♠K and ♠A if there is even one of ♠K and ♠A in hands and ♠Q has been played. Otherwise, the agent determine the suit which has the strongest card in all of suits and has the least the number of cards, and play the strongest card from that suit. If there are some of such cards, play a card according to the following order: ♣, ♦, ♠, and ♥. a16
If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest ♥. a17
If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest ♥. a18
If the agent is a lead player, then play ♥ randomly without the strongest and weakest one. a19
If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest ♠. a20
If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest ♠. a21
If the agent is a lead player, then play ♠ randomly without the strongest and weakest one. a22
If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest ♦. a23
If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest ♦. a24
If the agent is a lead player, then play ♦ randomly without the strongest and weakest one. a25
If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest ♣. a26
If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest ♣. a27
If the agent is a lead player, then play ♣ randomly without the strongest and weakest one. a28
If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest ♠ in weaker cards than ♠Q. a29
If the agent is a lead player, play the strongest ♠ in weaker cards than ♠Q.
Thus, the weights reflected the degree of relations between categories and vectors, namely percepts, actions, and rewards. We determined the feedback according to the penalty points the agent obtained in a trick: the feedback was positive when the learning agent obtained no penalty points, otherwise the feedback was negative. We consider this action by the learning agent to be an improvement, as the penalty points obtained by the learning agent are lower and those obtained by the opponents are higher. Thus, the weights were updated at a learning rate determined by the penalty points our agent and the opponent players obtained. The parameter values of the learning rates in (5), (6) , and (7) were determined as follows:
where xi m is the action vector, w m(old) iJ is the pre-update weight of the category J, and pv is the penalty variable defined by:
where sp represents the penalty points obtained by the winner in a single trick, and 16 is the largest possible number of penalty points in a trick.
Using Multiple FALCONs
We predicted that it would be more effective to use separate strategies for the lead player and the other players. Our method therefore allowed the use of independent FALCONs for the lead player and the others. We further considered that it would be useful to divide the game into groups of tricks such as an opening, middle, and endgame, and making FALCONs learn each of these groups separately. Thus, we divided the game into groups of tricks, and used independent FALCONs for each of them, as well as using separate strategies for the lead player and the others.
Experiments
We conducted experiments using the card game Hearts to evaluate the performance of the methods proposed in Sec. 4. In the experiments, we used the following parameter values for (12)-(15):
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Those values were selected through preliminary experiments so that the penalty points obtained by the learning agent would become smallest.
Experimental Results for Each Method
In this subsection, we adapt the proposed methods to the learning agent, and show each experimental results.
For updating weights
We conducted experiments to examine whether changing the learning rates is effective or not. We used three rule-based agents as opposing players to the learning agent, and measured the average penalty ratio obtained by the learning agent through 10 simulation runs for 5000 games. Fig. 2 depicts the average penalty ratio obtained by the three learning agents using FALCON: Fmurai is the method described in [11] , Fbase is an agent that adopts the settings for percepts, actions, and feedback, and Fweight is an agent that adopts the proposed method of determining the value of the learning rate, in addition to Fbase. In the experiments, each of the agents played a game against three rule-based agents. We see from Fig. 2 that the average penalty ratio of Fweight is lower than that of Fbase. Thus, we conclude that these methods are useful for improving the performance of the learning agent. However, note that none of the learning agents can beat the rule-based agent, because the penalty ratio of the rule-based agent is lower than 0.25. Fig. 2 . The average penalty ratios of changing rates.
For using multiple FALCONs
We also conducted experiments to examine whether using separate strategies for the lead player and the other players is effective, using the proposed methods described in Section 5.1.1 for the learning agent. We used three rule-based agents as opposing players and measured the average penalty ratio of the learning agent through 10 simulation runs for 10000 games. Fig. 3 shows the average penalty ratio obtained by the two learning agents, where Fseparate is the agent that adopts separate strategies for the lead player and the others, in addition to Fweight. We can see from Fig. 3 that the average penalty ratio of Fseparate was lower than that of Fweight. Thus, we can conclude that this method is useful in improving the performance of the learning agent. We further conducted experiments to determine the number of FALCONs to use, and when to divide a game, again using three rule-based agents as opposing players. We measured the average penalty ratio obtained by the learning agent through 10 simulation runs for 10000 games after training the learning agent on 50000 games. Table 3 lists the number of FALCONs used in the experiments, number of ways to divide the game, and the average penalty ratios obtained by the learning agent. The second column of Table 3 is the comma-separated list of the number of tricks making up each group (e.g., the element of third row "4, 4, 5" indicates that the game is divided into three groups as follows: the first group consists of the 1 st -4 th tricks, the second group consists of the 5 th -8 th tricks, and the third group consists of the 9 th -13 th tricks). We see from Table 3 that the method using seven FALCONs, shown in the 9 th row, had the smallest average penalty ratio. We conclude that it is optimal to use seven FALCONs, with separate strategies for the lead and other players. Fig. 3 . The average penalty ratios of using separate strategies for the lead player and the others. 
Experimental Results against Rule-Based Agents
We compared rule-based agents, used as opposing players, with the learning agent. Fig. 4 shows the average penalty ratio of the learning agent using one FALCON, against three rule-based agents, through 10 simulation runs for 50000 games. We see from Fig. 4 that the average penalty ratio of the learning agent decreased as learning progressed, and that the average penalty ratio of the learning agent was smaller than that of the rule-based agents after about 8000 games, converging to under 0.24. This demonstrates that our proposed methods are sufficiently effective to beat a rule-based agent, and that a learning agent using our methods can successfully learn rules and win games. Fig. 4 . The average penalty ratio of our learning agent and the rule-based agent.
Experimental Results of Changing the Way of Evaluation
In the previous subsection, we reported experiments to evaluate the performance of a learning agent using penalty ratios. Conversely, winning of a game of Hearts is generally based on the following rule: the winner is determined by a big game consisting of a series of small games. In small games, the penalty points held at the end of a game by each player are recorded and accumulated. Small games are played repeatedly, until the accumulated penalty points of a player exceed 100, and the ranking of players in a big-game is determined by the ascending order of the accumulated penalty points. In this subsection, we report experiments based on this rule. In these experiments, the learning agent played against three rule-based agents for a predetermined number of games (denoted by N) for training, then for 1000 big games. We changed the value of N from 0 to 50000 and compared the ranking ratio obtained by the learning agent, after learning. The ranking ratio was the ratio of the order of ranking obtained by each agent across 1000 big-games. Fig. 5 plots the ranking ratios obtained by the learning agent through 10 simulation runs. We see from Fig. 5 that the average ranking of 1 st rank increases with learning, while that of 4 th rank decreases. The ratio of 1st rank becomes the largest after about 5000 learning games. Thus, the learning agent shows good performance when evaluated in this way.
Experimental Results of Changing the Opponents
In these experiments, we changed the type of opponent used to train the learning agent, in order to examine the relationship between the type of opponent and the efficiency of learning. We used a random agent and a Monte-Carlo agent, in addition to the rule-based agent.
The Monte-Carlo agent determined a playing card using the UCT algorithm developed for Monte-Carlo simulation [12] in FALCON. The strength of the Monte-Carlo agent changed with the number of simulations. The Monte-Carlo agent chose a playing card based on the action with the best evaluation, after running the simulations for a predetermined number of games. The action was chosen from the actions described in Section 4. Our preliminary experiments indicated that the Monte-Carlo agent showed no incremental improvement after the number of simulations exceeded 250, when two Monte-Carlo agents were playing against two rule-based agents. When the number of simulations was 250, the average penalty ratio obtained by the rule-based agent was 0.27, and that by the Monte-Carlo agent was 0.23. The Monte-Carlo agent was therefore stronger than the rule-based agent. The relative strength of the random agent, the rule-based agent, and the Monte-Carlo agent ran in the following descending order: the Monte-Carlo agent, the rule-based agent, then the random agent.
In these experiments, the learning agent played against the three combinations of opponent players, as shown in Table 4 , for a predetermined number of training games (denoted by N), then against three rule-based agents for 10000 games. We varied the value of N from 10 to 100000, and compared the average penalty ratios obtained by the learning agent, after learning was completed. Fig. 6 plots the average penalty ratio obtained by the learning agent through 10 simulation runs. We can observe from Fig. 6 that the average penalty ratio of the learning agent for combination (d) was the best and that for (a) was the worst. We can also see a difference between the penalty ratios for (c) and (b). The best results were obtained when the learning agent was trained by the rule-based agents. In case (a), where the learning agent was trained by random agents, the random agents were weak and the authors believe that the learning agent was unable to derive an appropriate strategy because the wins and losses were achieved randomly. In contrast, in case (b), where the learning agent was trained by Monte-Carlo agents, it appears that the learning agent was able to deduce rules to avoid getting penalty points, but not rules to ensure that the opponents got penalty points. This is because the Monte-Carlo agent was too strong to allow the learning agent to win, and thus insufficient data was acquired on winning strategies. In case (c), because the weakest random agent always lost, the learning agent could deduce useful rules from the other players. As a result, the penalty ratio was the second largest among the four cases. We conclude that effective learning can be achieved when the learning agent is trained by an agent which is neither too strong nor too weak. Fig. 6 . The penalty ratio of the learning agent when the agent is trained in the combinations listed in Table 4 .
As Ikeda has noted, it is necessary that, in training game learners, the teacher also loses some games, in order to give the learner a chance to develop winning strategies [13] . This might also apply to our experiments, in which the performance of the learning agent was changed by the strength of the opponents it was playing against.
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed the following six methods to efficiently train an autonomous agent in the game of Hearts using FALCON: (1) Determining percepts, (2) Setting actions, (3) Setting feedback, (4) Changing learning rates, (5) Using separate strategies for the lead player and the others, and (6) Using multiple FALCONs. Our experiments showed that these proposed methods can reduce the penalty rate, enabling the learning agent to beat a rule-based agent.
Experiments in which different combinations of opposing players were used to train the learning agent showed that the learning agent cannot learn effectively when the opponents are too strong or too weak.
A future task is to further improve the effectiveness of learning. The authors believe that changing the value of the learning rate is the most effective among the proposed methods, based on the large improvements in performance seen in the experiments. It should be possible to improve the performance of the learning agent by developing a better way of updating the weight vector, for example by modifying the weight vector based on an evaluation of the entire game. This should enable the learning agent to deduce a more suitable set of rules by which to play Hearts. In addition, in this study, percepts and actions were determined by trial and error. More efficient methods should be developed.
